A new commissioner group has been created in BSA Scouting Forums https://discussions.scouting.org/

The BSA Commissioner group can be found at the bottom of the forums web page and looks like:

Anyone can visit the BSA Commissioners group. If you want to respond to topics or create a topic of your own, you must first JOIN the group.

To join the group, while at the Scouting Forums homepage click on the search icon (magnifying glass) near the right top corner to the left of the menu pancake.

In the search box type in “BSACommissioner”. Do not be impatient, wait for the results to appear in the search box. When you will see the group come up, click on the group name – BSA Commissioners - or the Commissioner logo (it is to the right in the below screen shot with a red box added for emphasis).
When the next screen arrives, look to the right side for a button labeled 'Request' to ask for membership. Click on the Request button. (In the below screen shot a red box has been added for emphasis).

(If you have not already logged in, at this point you will be asked to log in.)

Complete the Request to join @BSACommissioner form and click Submit Request.

Once you have completed the request, it will be sent to the BSA Commissioner group moderators for action. To help the moderators evaluate your request to join the group, please include a few details about your Scouting/Commissioner role(s).